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Dave’s Weekly Commentary
Good Morning. Nancy and I had a busy weekend starting Friday evening with decorating the house 
for the holiday season. Katerina came over to help set up the tree, and other decorations. Simba also 
helped by pulling off Santa’s hat and taking the “I believe” pillow he seems to be attracted to or is 
subliminally trying to end us a message. We also had a few sporting events to attend, the University 
of Dayton’s Men’s basketball game on Saturday, along with Wright State’s Men’s basketball on Sunday. 
Timing and scheduling being as it has been, Nancy have had a more difficult time in recent years 
getting to the Wright State games but are trying to attend Alma Mater’s games. 

On the office front, we are looking to bring on one or two Wright State Financial Services students for 
the spring semester. We have three resumes and interviews scheduled between now and year-end.  This allows us to have a 
good 12-18 months with them to evaluate their work and personal ethics, technical skills, and interpersonal skills, along with 
acclimate them to our client care model and the SMC team. From December 10-14 I will be traveling to attend the Financial 
Planning Association’s National educational Conference. I was asked to be part of a roundtable to discuss the future of the 
financial planning ensemble practices, and also attend as many educational breakout sessions I can attend in the 2 days I will 
be at the conference.

Enjoy your week and thank you all once again for your trust and support.        

Where have we been? And Oh, how things have changed?  The target range for the fed funds rate is now 3.75-4.00%, 
the 10-yr note yield is 3.60% (but it had been as high as 4.23%), and the Federal Reserve is letting $60 billion per month 
of Treasury securities and $35 billion per month of agency mortgage-backed securities roll off its balance sheet. The Fed’s 
median estimate for 2022 PCE inflation is 2.8% and 3.1% for core-CPE inflation. The median estimate for the terminal rate is 
4.60%, but Fed Chair Powell recently said that is likely to be revised higher later this month. The fed funds futures market for 
its part sees a terminal rate in the neighborhood of 5.00% by mid-2023, according to the CME Fed Watch Tool.  Today, the S&P 
500 trades at 17.7x forward twelve-month earnings. The sticking point as we enter 2023 is that the stock market still trading at 
a slight premium to its 10-year historical average of 17.1x, according to FactSet.

Recession?  2022 has proven to be a tougher year for the stock market than it has for the economy. We saw GDP contract 
in the first and second quarters, driven in large part by weakness in government spending and the change in inventories, 
yet the contraction occurred at a time of undeniable strength in the labor market. In the first and second quarters, the 
unemployment rate averaged 3.8% and 3.6%, respectively. The unemployment rate was lower in June (3.6%) than it was in 
January (4.0%), and yet real GDP was negative for the first two quarters. That is why many market watchers pooh-poohed the 
idea of the U.S. economy being in a recession. As a note Real GDP growth ran at an annualized 2.9% in the third quarter, and 
as of this writing, the Atlanta Fed GDPNow model is estimating 2.8% real GDP growth for the fourth quarter.

2022 has been challenging year for investors to say the least. Rising interest rates have been at the heart of the challenges, 
yet they may soon give way to declining earnings estimates as a driving force. No matter the challenge -- rising interest rates 
or declining earnings estimates -- the connection all year has been that valuation matters, that does not look like it is going to 
change as enter into 2023. As we entered into 2022 the S&P 500 traded at 21.5x forward 12-month earnings. It did so with the 
target range for the fed funds rate at 0.00-0.25%, the 10-yr note yield at 1.51%, and the Federal Reserve still buying at least $40 
billion per month of Treasury securities and at least $20 billion per month of agency mortgage-backed securities, and that 
was also a time when the Fed’s median estimate for 2022 PCE inflation was 2.6% and 2.7% for core-PCE inflation. The median 
estimate for the terminal rate, meanwhile, was 2.1%.

The road ahead. The road ahead could get bumpier, again as the lag effect of the Fed’s rate hikes, and the rate hikes by 
central banks in other developed markets like the eurozone, Australia, the UK, and Canada, hit home. The intended aim of the 
Fed’s rate hikes is to weaken demand and that the Fed sees a necessary weakening of the labor market as part of the solution 
for getting inflation under control. The Fed has been playing catch up all year with its rate hikes, taking the unprecedented 
route of raising the target range for the fed funds rate by 75 basis points at four consecutive meetings. That’s why the market 
sees it as a relief that the Fed is apt to raise the target range for the fed funds rate by “only” 50 basis points at the December 
13-14 FOMC meeting.

Earnings Estimates Being Reined In - Market rates have adjusted to the Fed’s hawkish mindset. That has hurt stocks and it 
has helped savers (finally!). Those higher rates, though, will remain a competitive headwind for stocks in 2023 and a headwind 
for the economy. Analysts  have been reining in their 2023 earnings expectations since the middle of 2022. Even so, there is 
still headway above 2022 expectations that does not line up with a recession environment. The Treasury market, therefore, is 
either overly pessimistic about where the economy is headed in coming months or equity analysts are overly optimistic. This 
dichotomy will be the basis for a market that moves in fits and starts in 2023. Source: Briefing.com

In closing, the stock market is entering 2023 at a lower valuation than it entered 2022. It still is not cheap -  yet. Markets will 
have to wrestle with possible more cuts to earnings estimates, but as in many of the types of markets, that are presented to 
all of us there will be opportunity in those cuts, knowing that it is always darkest before dawn.
 

Weekly Market Update
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Market Watch
Week Ending Dec. 2,  2022

(Source: Briefing.com)

• DJIA:                34,429.88          82.85
2022 YTD  -5.53%

• NASDAQ:        11,461.50       235.14 
2022 YTD  -26.10%

• S&P 500:            4,071.70        45.58  
2022 YTD  -14.40%

• Russell 2000:   1,892.84        23.65 
2022 YTD  -15.50

• 10 Year Treasury:                     3.51%

The mind is like a car battery -
 it recharges by running.

~  Bill Watterson

Newsletter continues on the next page.
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Smith, Moses and Company is an Ohio Limited Liability Company. Securities and investment advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, Member FINRA/SIPC.  FSC is separately owned and other entities and/or marketing names, 
products or services referenced here are independent of FSC.  Although the information has been gathered from sources believed to be reliable, it cannot be guaranteed. Views expressed in this newsletter may not reflect the views of FSC Securities 
Corporation. Investing involves risk including the potential loss of principal.  No investment strategy can guarantee a profit or protect against loss in periods of declining values.  Please note that individual situations can vary. Therefore, the information 
presented here should only be relied upon when coordinated with individual professional advice. Indexes cannot be invested in directly, are unmanaged and do not incur management fees, costs and expenses. Past performance is not a guarantee of 
future results. Any links in this material are provided as a convenience and for informational purposes only.  FSC Securities Corporation does not endorse or accept any responsibility for the content or use of the web site nor guarantee the accuracy or 
completeness of the data or other information appearing on the linked pages. The company assumes no liability for any inaccuracies, errors or omissions in or from any data or other information provided on the pages, or for any actions taken in reliance 
on any such data or information.  This information is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax, legal or investment planning advice. 
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Planning Points  It’s about time for those of you who are face with college expenses to be prepared for increased tuitions as 
we enter into 2023. Source: Broadridge Advisor Solutions Copyright 2022. 

College Cost Data for 2022-2023 School Year
Every year, the College Board releases  new college cost data and trends in its annual report. The figures published are 
average cost figures based on a survey     of approximately 4,000 colleges across the country. Over the past 20 years, the 
average price for tuition, fees, and room and board has increased 46% at public colleges and 30% at private colleges 
over and above increases in the Consumer Price Index, straining the budget of many families and leading to widespread 
student debt.

Here are cost highlights for the 2022-2023 year.1 This year, public colleges have done a better job than private colleges 
at keeping tuition and fee increases under 2.3%. Note: “Total cost of attendance” includes direct billed costs for tuition, 
fees, and  room and board, plus indirect costs for books, transportation, and personal expenses.

Public colleges: in-state students
• Tuition and fees increased 1.8% to $10,940
• Room and board increased 3.0% to $12,310
• Average total cost of attendance: $27,940

Public colleges: out-of-state students
• Tuition and fees increased 2.2% to $28,240
• Room and board increased 3.0% to $12,310 (same as in-state)
• Average total cost of attendance: $45,240

Private colleges
• Tuition and fees increased 3.5% to $39,400
• Room and board increased 3.0% to $14,030
• Average total cost of attendance: $57,570
Note: Many private colleges are at or approaching $80,000  per year in total costs.

Sticker price vs. net price
The College  Board’s cost figures are based on published college sticker prices. But many families don’t pay the full 
sticker price. A net price calculator, available on every college website, can help families see beyond a college’s sticker 
price. It can be a very useful tool for students who are currently researching and/or applying to colleges. 

A net price calculator provides an estimate of how much grant aid a student might be eligible for at a particular college 
based on the student’s financial information and academic record, giving families an estimate of what their out-of-
pocket cost — or net price — will be. The results aren’t a guarantee of grant aid, but they are meant to give as accurate 
a picture as possible.

FASFA for 2023-2024 year opened on October 1
Even though the college cost data contained here is for the 2022-2023 school year, it’s already time to think about the 
following year. The Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) for the 2023-2024 year opened on October 1. It’s 
important to keep in mind that the 2023-2024 FAFSA will factor in your income information from two years prior, which 
it will get from your 2021 federal income tax return, but it uses current asset information.2 Your income is the biggest 
factor in determining financial aid eligibility.

1) College Board, Trends in College Pricing and Student Aid 2022,  2) U.S. Department of Education, 2022

Designating a Trusted Contact

As you know, in the financial industry we 
take privacy and identity verification very 
seriously, in an effort to best protect clients 
and their assets. In recent years, we’ve 
begun adding what’s called a “trusted 
contact person” to account information as 
a back-up for clients in case we suspect 
attempted fraud, exploitation or other 
risks that may affect your accounts and 
investments.

When you designate a trusted contact, 
you’re giving us permission to reach out to 
that person if we see signs of questionable 
activity or direction on your accounts, or 
if we’re unable to reach you directly for 
confirmation. 

A trusted contact person is not able to 
transact business, request trades or move 
money on your behalf, but they can help 
prevent or limit risks by verifying your 
wishes, helping us to connect with other 
professionals on your advice team (like 
your CPA or estate attorney), and letting us 
know if you’ve become sick or incapaci-
tated. Assigning a trusted account person 
helps us to react quickly to protect your 
assets in case we believe they’re at risk 
from scammers or anyone else who may 
not have your best interests at heart.

If you’re interested in designating a trusted 
contact person for your accounts, let us 
know. We’re happy to put that information 
on file and continue to help preserve your 
assets, plans and financial future. 
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